
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of business
transformation manager. To join our growing team, please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for business transformation manager

Provide project leadership to cross functional teams and effectively utilize
project management techniques to organize, plan and execute initiatives
while meeting or exceeding timelines
Help develop strategies for improving revenue and margins and overall
business performance through internal and external analysis
Provide consultative advice and support to drive change management
initiatives and associated communication programs
Work closely with the region to analyze, develop, implement, validate and
track their identified benefits and provide project reporting where required
Identify, innovate, and execute transformational new business development
opportunities
Transform data and learnings into actionable results with the use of advanced
analytics for possible contingencies (i.e., sensitivity analytics, ROI, ) and
analyze risks and opportunities that result from recommendations
Accountable for pulling together all the financial reporting against the overall
Business Transformation programme for reporting to the SteerCo, PEM and
Board- SteerCo meets every 2 weeks and the PEM every week
Resolve and/or escalate issues in a timely way
Bring together the non people and people savings and monitor the progress
against the signed off plans across all workstreams
Work as part of the CO to drive reporting of the overall Business
Transformation programme - ensuring transparency of progress and issues

Example of Business Transformation Manager Job
Description
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Significant Digital Business Development experience with Cloud or aaS
The right person will have a combination of technical and analytical
capabilities, and possess significant experience of business development,
enterprise customer management, or program/product management
experience
Demonstrable ability to work effectively across internal and external
organizations is key
Technical degree required (or equivalent)
Requires 10+ years directly related experience in managing process
improvement, business integration, business transformation, IT and other
related projects, preferably in the Healthcare industry
Must be highly organized, detail-oriented and possess strong analytical and
problem solving skills


